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ABSTRACT

Internet disruptions inconvenience everyone, and being able to quickly visualize geographic and temporal disruption patterns allows stakeholders to make effective responses to disruption events, like those caused by natural disasters and cyber attacks. We present a set of visualizations for communicating internet disruption data: a dashboard for internal system developers and a report for a more general audience. The dashboard visualizes disruptions temporally and geographically at the country, city, and organizational level. We also cover an example analysis of a disruption event.

1 INTRODUCTION

Timely, detailed information on ongoing and current internet disruptions—ranging from full network outages to internet provider slowdowns—enables quick and effective response by interested parties, such as network administrators and disaster relief organizations. In this work, we visualize the output of Arcus, a network anomaly detection system, to identify and communicate internet disruption events to both technical and non-technical audiences.

Arcus aggregates raw Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) data [3, 4] to the Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) block level, and applies an isolation forest to mark anomalous CIDR blocks. CIDR blocks are geo-located using Maxmind Geolite2 database [2]. Every 10 minutes approximately 1 million unique records are collected, so aggregation and visualization is required to make this data interpretable.

In this poster we discuss users who would consume the Arcus output, the user requirements to analyze the output, and a set of work-in-progress visualizations derived from the user requirements that allow both technical and non-technical audiences to interpret the output. We created a highly interactive dashboard to assist in network disruption detection research, and a dynamically generated report to communicate identified disruption events. This draws on some prior work such as CAIDA’s IODA Outage Severity Overview® and Down Detector®, but was designed specifically for the data generated by Arcus.

2 USER GROUPS AND REQUIREMENTS

There are two distinct user groups for visualizations of Arcus output data: (1) data scientists and system developers seeking to refine the algorithm, identify disruption events, and validate output data; and (2) a more broad non-technical audience, such as journalists, who want curated information on past and current disruption events. Neither audience can interpret the raw output of Arcus, which is at the CIDR level. Both audiences need to see data aggregated to either the organizational level or to some geographical level, such as country, region, or city.

Arcus data scientists and system developers have several requirements: be able to dig into the data to identify and confirm disruption events in order to verify system output and identify necessary algorithm design changes to assist in network disruption detection research; be able to identify high level disruptions from the algorithm’s output, as well as the entities—such as organizations, cities, and countries—composing or affected by the higher level disruption; and be able to quickly understand trends for entities over time, drill down to smaller time slices, and search for specific entities.

The broader non-technical audience require a more curated view of the data showing only what entities are disrupted, with as much noise eliminated from the data and interface as possible.

3 USER INTERFACES

We have distinct user groups, so we split the tool into two interfaces: an internal dashboard and a public facing report. Each interface is composed of three major components: a set of time series visualizations showing disruption over time, a map showing geographic disruption, and summary tables for all entities (Figure 1A). The two interfaces have varying levels of interactivity, and the automatically generated reports contain an additional section summarizing the disruption event.

3.1 Dashboard

Disruptions Over Time The uppermost time series chart shows a count of affected Internet Protocol (IP) addresses over a given time range. This chart has an interactive brush that users can use to drill down to smaller time slices, updating the other dashboard components to display data from the selected sub time range. Beneath the affected IP time series chart are two more time series charts: the top chart shows a count of affected cities over time, and the one below shows a count of affected organizations over time. These two charts have highlighted regions that indicate the selected sub time range.

Geographic Disruptions Beneath the time series charts is a choropleth map showing the proportion of anomalous IP addresses to total number of IP addresses for countries (“proportion anomalous”) for the given sub time range. The user can select a country and the top 1000 affected cities within that country are added to the map. When the country is deselected those cities are removed from the map. When a user hovers over a country polygon or a city circle, they can see its name and its average proportion anomalous over the sub time range in a tool tip. When hovering over a country, the tool-tip also includes a small trend line showing the change in the country’s proportion anomalous over the overall time range (Figure 1B). This allows developers to quickly compare disruption patterns between neighboring countries to identify geographic disruption trends.

Entity Tables There are three entity tables: one for countries, cities, and organizations of adjustable length. For each row, there is the entity name, total number of IP addresses affected, proportion anomalous, and a trend line showing change in proportion anomalous for the overall time range. The table rows are ordered by proportion anomalous. The top cities and top organizations tables have search bars for filtering on entity name, allowing developers to find a specific entity that might not appear in the table.

When a user clicks on a row in the top countries table, the map zooms to that country, and the top 1000 affected cities in that country are added to the map and to the top cities table. The country table is also reordered by similarity to the selected country’s trend
3.2 Automatically Generated Dynamic Reports

The report interface is a simplified version of the dashboard that allows users to quickly understand what occurred during a disruption event by cutting out unnecessary information. A disruption event report can be generated manually by developers or automatically by the system, via the dynamic template. By default each report contains a time series chart displaying the number of anomalous IP addresses and a disruption summary text. The report template dynamically adds relevant components, so reports may contain additional time series charts, tables, and/or a map depending on the disruption.

4 Example Analysis

Figure 2 shows an automatically generated report of a disruption event in Cambodia that occurred on October 30, 2019 at 2:00 p.m. (GMT). We investigated further by looking at the surrounding days with the dashboard (Figure 1A). After selecting Cambodia, we could see that other countries in South East Asia, Laos and the Philippines, had similar trend lines, indicating a potential geographic disruption (Figure 1B). We later learned that Tropical Storm Matmo, which made landfall in Cambodia on October 30, 2019 [1], coincides with this automatically detected disruption event.

5 Future Work

This tool shows promise for analyzing disruptions at the CIDR level, but it is a work in progress. Future work would address several known shortcomings. Sorting the tables by proportion anomalous means that smaller entities, which often experience higher proportional disruption when affected, are often at the top of the table. However, larger entities, such as large cities and internet service providers, could be more useful for identifying meaningful disruption patterns than small entities that may be unknown to users. Developing better sorting criteria may eliminate this problem.

Additionally, with the current UI, users cannot see geographic disruption at an intermediate level between city and country. Sub-regions, such as states and territories, may not exist in small countries, and data that maps IP ranges to sub-regions is difficult to work with for some countries. Future work will explore automatically clustering cities into cohesive regions that could prove useful for detecting sub-country disruptions and regional disruptions that cross country borders.
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